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Abstract—It is well-known that exploiting label correlations is important to multi-label learning. Existing approaches either assume that
the label correlations are global and shared by all instances; or that the label correlations are local and shared only by a data subset. In
fact, in the real-world applications, both cases may occur that some label correlations are globally applicable and some are shared only
in a local group of instances. Moreover, it is also a usual case that only partial labels are observed, which makes the exploitation of the
label correlations much more difficult. That is, it is hard to estimate the label correlations when many labels are absent. In this paper,
we propose a new multi-label approach GLOCAL dealing with both the full-label and the missing-label cases, exploiting global and local
label correlations simultaneously, through learning a latent label representation and optimizing label manifolds. The extensive
experimental studies validate the effectiveness of our approach on both full-label and missing-label data.

Index Terms—Global and local label correlation, label manifold, missing labels, multi-label learning.
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1 INTRODUCTION

IN real-world classification applications, an instance is
often associated with more than one class labels. For

example, a scene image can be annotated with several tags
[5], a document may belong to multiple topics [38], and a
piece of music may be associated with different genres [37].
Thus, multi-label learning has attracted a lot of attention in
recent years [52].

Label correlations can provide important information
in multi-label learning. For example, if labels “amusement
park” and “Mickey Mouse” are present, it is very likely that
label “Disney” will also appear; Similarly, if “blue sky” and
“white cloud” both appear, it is very likely that label “fog”
will not be present. Current studies on multi-label learning
try to incorporate label correlations of different degrees [52].
However, they mostly focus on global label correlations
shared by all instances [13], [20], [32]. In fact, some label cor-
relations are only shared by a local data subset [19], [40]. For
example, “apple” is related to “fruit” in gourmet magazines,
but is related to “digital devices” in technology magazines.
Previous studies focus on exploiting either global or local
label correlations. However, considering both of them is
obviously more beneficial and desirable.

Another difficulty with label correlations is that they
are usually difficult to be specified manually. Usually, they
are estimated from observed data. Some approaches as-
sume that the labels are related in the form of a hierarchy,
and learn the corresponding label hierarchy by hierarchical
clustering [31] or Bayesian network structure learning [3],
[47]. However, this assumed hierarchical structure may not
exist in some applications. For example, labels “desert”,
“mountains”, “sea”, “sunset” and “trees” do not naturally
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belong to a hierarchy. Others estimate label correlations by
label co-occurrence in the training data [30], or equivalently
constructing a label kernel [50] . However, it may cause
over-fitting. Moreover, co-occurrence estimation is less re-
liable for labels with very few positive instances.

In multi-label learning, human labelers may sometimes
ignore labels they do not know or of little interest, or
following the guide by some algorithm to reduce labeling
costs [14], [17]. Thus, some labels may be missing from the
training set, which is a kind of weakly supervised learning
[51]. To address this problem, there have been attempts to re-
cover the missing labels by exploiting label correlations [3],
[41]. For example, as labels are correlated, one can assume
the label correlation matrix and/or instance-label mapping
matrix to have internal linear dependence structure and thus
low-rank (i.e., its rank is smaller than its size) [41], [42]. A
common approach to encourage this low-rank assumption
during inference is by using the nuclear-norm regularizer
[6], [21]. However, optimization may be computationally
expensive [45]. A more direct approach to enforce this low-
rank assumption on the label matrix is by approximating it
as a product of two smaller matrices [15], [26].

Though this low-rank structure can be regarded as im-
plicitly exploiting label correlations, it is still desirable to use
label correlations explicitly. This has been shown to facilitate
the recovery of missing labels [42]. However, estimation
of label correlations becomes even more difficult in the
presence of missing labels, as the observed label distribution
is different from the true one. The aforementioned methods
(based on hierarchical clustering and co-occurrence) will
produce biased label correlation estimates, which will even
do harm to the performance.

In this paper, we propose a new approach called “Multi-
Label Learning with GLObal and loCAL Label Correlation”
(GLOCAL), which simultaneously recovers the missing la-
bels, trains the linear classifiers, explores and exploits both
global and local label correlations. Classifier outputs are
encouraged to be similar on highly positively correlated
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labels, and dissimilar on highly negatively correlated labels.
We do not assume the presence of external knowledge
sources specifying the label correlations. Instead, these cor-
relations are learned simultaneously with the latent label
representations and instance-label mapping.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
related works of multi-label learning with label correlations
are introduced. In Section 3, the problem formulation and
the GLOCAL approach are proposed. Experimental results
are presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 gives some
concluding remarks.

Notations For a n × m matrix A = [Ai,j ], where i ∈
{1, · · · , n}, j ∈ {1, · · · ,m}, A>, denotes its transpose,
tr(A) =

∑n
i=1Ai,i is A’s trace, ‖A‖F =

√∑n
i=1

∑m
j=1A

2
i,j

is its Frobenius norm, diag(A) returns a vector containing
the diagonal elements of A, and Diag(c) returns a diag-
onal matrix with c on the diagonal. For two matrices of
the same size, A and B, A ◦ B denotes the Hadamard
(element-wise) product. For a k-dimensional vector c = [ci],

‖c‖ =
√∑k

i=1 c
2
i is its `2-norm. 1 is an all-one vector.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Multi-Label Learning

In multi-label learning, an instance can be associated with
multiple class labels. Let C = {c1, . . . , cl} be the set of l
class labels. We denote the d-dimensional feature vector of
an instance by x ∈ X ⊆ Rd, and denote the ground-truth
label vector by ỹ ∈ Y ⊆ {−1, 1}l, where [ỹ]j = 1 if x is
with class label cj , and −1 otherwise.

Multi-label learning has been widely studied in recent
years. Based on the degree of label correlations used, it
can be divided into three categories [49]: (i) first-order; (ii)
second-order; and (iii) high-order. For the first group, label
correlations are not considered, and the multi-label problem
is transformed into multiple independent binary classifica-
tion problems. A well-known example is the binary relevance
(BR) algorithm [5], which trains a classifier independently
for each label. For the second group, pairwise label relations
are considered. For example, calibrated label ranking (CLR)
[13] transforms the multi-label learning problem into a pair-
wise label ranking problem. Finally, for the third group, all
other labels’ influences imposed on each label are taken into
account. For example, classifier chain (CC) [32] transforms the
multi-label learning problem into a chain of binary classifi-
cation problems, with the ground-truth labels encoded into
the features. Another way to consider all label correlations
together is by learning a latent label space to capture higher-
level label semantics. Usually, this is obtained by low-rank
decomposition of the label matrix [16] (low-rank modeling
will be reviewed in Section 2.2). Analogously, Jing et al.
[22] used dictionary learning to obtain embedded labels.
Recently, Yeh et al. [44] also proposed a deep learning
approach to learn a joint feature and label embedding. These
methods are highly related to canonical correlation analysis
(CCA) [12], which learns a latent subspace to align the
instance representations with the corresponding labels. An
extensive experimental study on various approaches can be
found in [28].

Most previous studies focus on global label correlations.
However, sometimes label correlations may only be shared
by a local data subset. To alleviate this problem, multi-
label learning using local correlation (MLLOC) [19] extends
the feature representation of each instance by embedding a
code, which encodes the influence of the instance’s labels to
the local label correlations. MLLOC achieved success in ex-
ploiting local correlations. Its performance may be enhanced
if global and local correlations are exploited together, and
its application area can be expanded if high-dimensional
data and partially observed labels (i.e., some labels may be
missing [3], [42], as Section 1 mentioned) can be handled.

Recently, multi-label learning with missing labels has
attracted much attention. In this paper, we adopt the general
setting that both positive and negative labels can be missing
[15], [42], [45]. The observed label vector is denoted by
y, where [y]j = 0 if class label cj is not labeled (i.e.,
missing), and [y]j = [ỹ]j otherwise. Given the training data
D = {(xi,yi)}ni=1 with n labeled instances, our goal is to
learn the mapping Ψ : X → Y .

In order to deal with missing labels, Matrix completion
using side information (MAXIDE) [42] is based on fast low-
rank matrix completion, and has strong theoretical guaran-
tees. It focuses on the transductive learning setting, and a
label correlation matrix is needed as an input. It would be
desirable, if it could be adapted to an inductive setting and
learn the label correlation matrix automatically from data.
Low-rank empirical risk minimization for multi-label learning
(LEML) [45] is very efficient, which also relies on a low-
rank structure, and works in an inductive learning setting.
It does not explicitly use label correlations. Learning low-
rank label correlations for multi-label classification (ML-LRC)
[41] achieves success in capturing global label correlations
by adopting a low-rank structure on the label correlation
matrix, and addresses the missing labels by introducing a
supplementary label matrix. It focuses on global label corre-
lations only, and local label correlations are not considered.
Obviously, it would be more desirable to learn both global
and local label correlations simultaneously.

2.2 Low-Rank Modeling in Multi-Label Learning
An n×mmatrix is low-rank if its matrix rank is smaller than
min(n,m). Because the labels are correlated in multi-label
learning, the label matrix is often assumed to be low-rank
[16], [44]. Specifially, let Ỹ =[ỹ1, . . . , ỹn]∈{−1, 1}l×n be the
ground-truth label matrix, where each ỹi is the label vector
for instance i. Let the rank of Ỹ be k < l. Ỹ can then be
written as the product

Ỹ ' UV (1)

of two smaller matrices, where U ∈ Rl×k and V ∈ Rk×n.
Intuitively, V represents the latent labels capturing higher
level concepts that are more compact and semantically
abstract than the original labels; while U reflects how the
original labels are correlated to the latent labels.

In general, labels may only be partially observed. Low-
rank modeling plays a central role in matrix completion
[7], and the low-rank decomposition on the observed la-
bels provides a natural solution for missing label recov-
ery. Specificially, let the observed label matrix be Y =
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[y1, . . . ,yn] ∈ {−1, 0, 1}l×n, and Ω be the set containing
indices of the observed labels in Y (i.e., indices of the
nonzero elements in Y ). Assume that Y is the same as the
ground-truth label matrix Ỹ on the observed labels, and
Ỹ can be modeled as UV . We focus on minimizing the
reconstruction error on the observed labels. In other words,
we minimize ‖ΠΩ(Y − UV )‖2F , where [ΠΩ(A)]i,j = Ai,j

if (i, j) ∈ Ω, and 0 otherwise. The full-label task (i.e., all
elements observed) can be regarded as a special case with
Y = Ỹ and so ΠΩ(Y − UV ) = Ỹ − UV . After U and
V are obtained, a missing label at (i, j) /∈ Ω in Y can be
recovered as sign(ui,:v:,j), where ui,: is the ith row of U
and v:,j is the jth column of V .

2.3 Manifold Regularization

Manifold regularization [1] exploits instance similarity by
encouraging predictions on similar instances to be similar.
Specifically, let Si,j be the similarity between the ith and
jth instances. This is often defined by a Gaussian function
or as cosine similarity between the ith and jth instances
[10]. The similarities on a set of n instances can then be
stored in a n × n matrix S = [Si,j ], which is also known
to be positive semidefinite1. In a binary classification prob-
lem, let fi and fj be the label prediction on the ith and
jth instances, respectively. The manifold regularizer tries
to minimize

∑n
i,j=1 Si,j‖fi − fj‖2 = f>Lf , where f is

the vector containing predictions on all n instances, and
L = Diag(S1)− S is the Laplacian matrix.

3 THE PROPOSED APPROACH

In this section, we propose the GLOCAL algorithm, which
explores and exploits both global and local label correlations
in learning the classifier. It can be used on tasks with either
full labels or missing labels. Its success is mainly due to
four factors: (1) It uses the low-rank structure of the label
matrix to obtain a more compact and abstract latent label
representation, which also provides a natural solution to
missing label recovery (Section 3.1); (2) It exploits both
global and local label correlations, and so the label classifier
can utilize information from all labels (Section 3.2); (3) It
learns the label correlations directly from data, without the
need for mundane and difficult manual specification of the
correlation matrix (Section 3.3); (4) It integrates the above
into one joint learning problem, and adopts an efficient
alternating minimization strategy for optimization (Section
3.4).

3.1 Basic Model

The basic GLOCAL model applies low-rank decomposition
on the label matrix to obtain latent labels, and learns a
mapping from the feature space to the latent labels. Hence,
we can obtain a more compact and abstract latent label
representation, which is dense, real-valued, and lower-
dimensional. Learning the mapping from feature space to
latent label space is also much easier than learning the one
to the original label space (which is sparse, binary-valued

1. A matrix M is positive semidefinite (psd) if z>Mz ≥ 0 for any
nonzero vector z.

and higher dimensional). Besides, it directly provides the
solution to missing label recovery.

Specifically, we use (1) to decompose the label matrix Ỹ
to two low-rank matrices U and U , in which V represents
the latent labels and U reflects how the original labels are
correlated to the latent labels. Matrices U and V can be ob-
tained via minimizing the reconstruction error ‖Ỹ −UV ‖2F .

To map instances to the latent labels, we learn a matrix
W ∈ Rd×k. This W can be obtained by minimizing the
square loss ‖V −W>X‖2F , where X = [x1, . . . ,xn] ∈
Rd×n is the matrix containing all the instances. Subse-
quently, the label predicted for x is sign(f(x)), where
f(x) = UW>x. Let f = [f1, . . . , fl]

>, where fj(x) is the
jth predicted label for x. We can concatenate f(x) for all
x ∈X together as F0 = [f(x1), . . . ,f(xn)] = UW>X .

Combining reconstruction error minimization for low-
rank matrix decomposition and square loss minimization
for learning the linear mapping from instances to latent
labels, we obtain the following optimization problem for the
basic GLOCAL model:

minU,V,W ‖ΠΩ(Y −UV )‖2F + λ‖V −W>X‖2F
+λ2R(U,V,W ), (2)

where R(U,V,W ) is a regularizer and λ, λ2 are tradeoff
parameters. While the square loss is used in problem (2), it
can be replaced by any differentiable loss function.

3.2 Global and Local Manifold Regularizers
Exploiting label correlations is essential to multi-label learn-
ing. Here, we use label correlations to regularize the model.
Note that global and local label correlations may coexist.
In this section, we introduce label manifold regularizers to
incorporate both of them.

The basic idea of the global manifold regularizer is
adapted from the instance-level manifold regularizer (Sec-
tion 2.3) [1]. Specifically, the more positively correlated two
labels are, the closer the corresponding classifier outputs
should be, and vice versa. In other words, positively cor-
related labels will encourage their corresponding classifier
outputs to be similar to each other, while negatively corre-
lated labels will push the corresponding outputs in opposite
directions.

Recall that predictions on all n instances are stored in the
l × n matrix F0, with its ith row fi,: containing predictions
for the ith label. If the ith and jth labels are more positively
correlated, fi,: should be more similar to fj,:, and vise versa.
Analogous to the instance-level manifold regularizer [1],
[29], the label manifold regularizer can be defined as:∑

i,j

[S0]i,j‖fi,: − fj,:‖22, (3)

where S0 is the l× l global label correlation matrix. If labels
i and j are positively correlated, [S0]i,j is also positive. By
minimizing (3), ‖fi,: − fj,:‖22 will be small. Let D0 be the
diagonal matrix with diagonal S01, where 1 is the vector
of ones. The manifold regularizer in (3) can be equivalently
written as tr(F>0 L0F0) [27], where L0 =D0−S0 is the l× l
label Laplacian matrix of S0.

As label correlations may vary from one local region
to another, we introduce the local manifold regularizer.
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Assume that the dataset X is partitioned into g groups
{X1, . . . ,Xg}, where Xm ∈ Rd×nm has nm instances.
This partitioning can be obtained by domain knowledge
(e.g., gene pathways [33] and networks [8] in bioinformatics
applications) or clustering. Let Ym be the label submatrix
in Y corresponding to Xm, and Sm ∈ Rl×l be the local
label correlation matrix of group m. Similar to global la-
bel correlations, we encourage the classifier outputs to be
similar (resp. dissimilar) on the positively (resp. negatively)
correlated labels, and minimize tr(F>mLmFm), where Lm

is the Laplacian matrix of Sm and Fm = UW>Xm is the
classifier output matrix for group m.

Adding global and local manifold regularizers to prob-
lem (2), we have the following optimization problem:

min
U,V,W

‖ΠΩ(Y −UV )‖2F +λ‖V −W>X‖2F

+λ2R(U ,V ,W ) + λ3tr(F>0 L0F0)

+

g∑
m=1

λ4tr(F>mLmFm), (4)

where λ, λ2, λ3, λ4 are tradeoff parameters.
Global label correlations are encoded in the Laplacian

matrix L0 and local label correlations are encoded in the
Lm’s. Intuitively, a large local group contributes more to the
global label correlations. In particular, the following Lemma
shows that when the cosine similarity is used to compute
Sij , we have S0 =

∑g
m=1

nm

n Sm.

Lemma 1. Let [S0]ij =
yi,:y

>
j,:

‖yi,:‖‖yj,:‖ and [Sm]ij =
ym,i,:y

>
m,j,:

‖ym,i,:‖‖ym,j,:‖ , where yi,: is the ith row of Y , and ym,i,: is
the ith row of Ym. Then, S0 =

∑g
m=1

nm

n Sm.

In general, when the global label correlation matrix is a
linear combination of the local label correlation matrices, the
following Proposition shows that the corresponding global
label Laplacian matrix is also a linear combination of the
local label Laplacian matrices with the same combination
coefficients.

Proposition 1. If S0 =
∑g

m=1 βmSm, then L0 =∑g
m=1 βmLm.

Using Lemma 1 and Proposition 1, problem (4) can then
be rewritten as follows:

min
U,V,W

‖ΠΩ(Y −UV )‖2F +λ‖V −W>X‖2F

+

g∑
m=1

(
λ3nm
n

tr(F>0 LmF0) + λ4tr(F>mLmFm)

)
+λ2R(U,V,W ). (5)

3.3 Learning Label Correlations

The success of label manifold regularization hinges on a
good label correlation matrix (or equivalently, a good label
Laplacian matrix). In multi-label learning, one rudimentary
approach is to compute the correlation coefficient between
two labels by the cosine distance [39]. However, the estimate
can be noisy since some labels may only have very few
positive instances in the training data. When labels can be
missing, this estimate may even become misleading, since

the observed label distribution can be very different from
the true label distribution.

In this paper, instead of specifying any correlation metric
or label correlation matrix, we learn the Laplacian matrices
directly. Note that the Laplacian matrices are symmetric
positive definite. Thus, for m ∈ {1, . . . , g}, we decompose
Lm as ZmZ>m, where Zm ∈ Rl×k. For simplicity, k is set
to the dimensionality of the latent representation V . As a
result, learning Laplacian matrices is transformed to learn-
ing Z ≡{Z1,. . . ,Zg}. Note that optimization w.r.t. Zm may
lead to the trivial solution Zm = 0. To avoid this problem,
we add the constraint that the diagonal elements in each
ZmZ>m are 1. This also enables us to obtain a normalized
Laplacian matrix [9] of Lm.

Let J = [Jij ] be the indicator matrix with Jij = 1 if
(i, j) ∈ Ω, and 0 otherwise. ΠΩ(Y −UV ) can be rewritten
as the Hadamard product J ◦ (Y − UV ). Combining
the decomposition of Laplacian matrices and the diagonal
constraints of Zm, we obtain the optimization problem:

min
U,V,W,Z

‖J ◦(Y −UV )‖2F +λ‖V −W>X‖2F

+

g∑
m=1

(λ3nm
n

tr
(
F>0 ZmZ

>
mF0

)
+λ4tr(F>mZmZ

>
mFm)

)
+λ2R(U,V,W )

s.t. diag(ZmZ>m) = 1,m = 1, 2, . . . , g. (6)

Moreover, we will use the standard regularizer
R(U,V,W )=‖U‖2F +‖V ‖2F +‖W ‖2F in the sequel.

3.4 Learning by Alternating Minimization
Problem (6) can be solved by alternating minimization
(Algorithm 1), which enables us to iteratively adjust the
variables to find a satisfying solution. In each iteration, we
update one of the variables in {Z,U ,V ,W } with gradient
descent, and fix the others. The whole optimization problem
is then reduced to several simpler subproblems that are
easier to solve. Specifically, the MANOPT toolbox [4] is
utilized to implement gradient descent with line search on
the Euclidean space for the update of U ,V ,W , and on
the manifolds for the update of Z . The detailed update
procedures for U ,V ,W , and Z will be discussed in the
following sections.

3.4.1 Updating Zm (Line 4 in Algorithm 1)
With U ,V ,W fixed, problem (6) reduces to

min
Zm

λ3nm
n

tr
(
F>0 ZmZ>mF0

)
+ λ4tr

(
F>mZmZ>mFm

)
s.t. diag(ZmZ>m) = 1, (7)

for each m ∈ {1, . . . , g}. Due to the constraint
diag(ZmZ>m) = 1, it has no closed-form solution, and we
solve it with projected gradient descent. The gradient of the
objective w.r.t. Zm is

∇Zm =
λ3nm
n

UW>XX>WU>Zm

+λ4UW>XmX>mWU>Zm.

To satisfy the constraint diag(ZmZ>m) = 1, we project each
row of Zm onto the unit norm ball after each update:

zm,j,: ← zm,j,:/‖zm,j,:‖,
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Algorithm 1 Multi-Label Learning with GLObal and loCAL
Correlation” (GLOCAL).
Input: data matrix X , label matrix Y , observation indicator
matrix J , and the group partition
Output: U,W,Z .

1: initialize U ,V ,W ,Z ;
2: repeat
3: for m = 1, . . . , g

//learn label correlations
4: fix V ,U ,W , update Zm by solving (7);
5: end for

//learn latent labels
6: fix U ,W ,Z , update V by solving (8);

//learn mapping from original labels to latent labels
7: fix V ,W ,Z , update U by solving (9);

//learn mapping from instance to latent labels
8: fix U ,V ,Z , update W by solving (10);
9: until convergence;

10: output U , : bmV,W , and Z ≡ {Z1, . . . ,Zg}.

where zm,j,: is the jth row of Zm.

3.4.2 Updating V (Line 6 in Algorithm 1)

With Zm’s and U ,W fixed, problem (6) reduces to

min
V
‖J ◦ (Y −UV )‖2F +λ‖V −W>X‖2F +λ2‖V ‖2F . (8)

Notice that the columns of V are independent of each other,
and thus V can be obtained column by column. Let ji and
vi be ith column of J and V , respectively. The optimization
problem for vi can be written as:

min
vi

‖Diag(ji)yi−Diag(ji)Uvi‖2+λ‖vi−W>xi‖2+λ2‖vi‖2.

Setting the gradient w.r.t. vi to 0, we obtain the following
closed-form solution of vi:

vi =
(
U>Diag(ji)U+(λ+λ2)I

)−1(
λW>xi+U>Diag(ji)yi

)
.

This involves computing a matrix inverse for each i. If this is
expensive, we can perform gradient descent on (8) instead.
The gradient of the objective in (8) w.r.t. V is

∇V = U> (J ◦ (UV − Y )) + λ(V −W>X) + λ2V .

3.4.3 Updating U (Line 7 in Algorithm 1)

With Zm’s and V ,W fixed, problem (6) reduces to

min
U
‖J ◦ (Y −UV )‖2F + λ2‖U‖2F

+

g∑
m=1

(λ3nm
n

tr(F>0 ZmZ
>
mF0)+λ4tr(F>mZmZ

>
mFm)

)
.(9)

Again, we use gradient descent, and the gradient w.r.t. U is:

∇U = (J ◦ (UV − Y ))V > + λ2U

+

g∑
m=1

ZiZ
>
i U

(λ3nm
n

W>XmX>mW +λ4W
>XX>W

)
.

3.4.4 Updating W (Line 8 in Algorithm 1)
With Zm’s and U ,V fixed, problem (6) reduces to

min
W

λ‖V −W>X‖2F + λ2‖W ‖2F

+

g∑
m=1

(
λ3nm
n

tr(F>0 ZmZ
>
mF0)+λ4tr(F>mZmZ

>
mFm)

)
.(10)

The gradient w.r.t. W is:

∇W = λX
(
X>W − V >

)
+ λ2W

+

g∑
m=1

(λ3nm
n

XX> + λ4XmX>m

)
WU>ZmZ>mU .

4 EXPERIMENTS

In this section, extensive experiments are performed on text
and image datasets. Performance on both the full-label case
and the missing-label case are discussed

4.1 Learning with Full Labels
In this experiment, we consider the simplest case that all
elements in the training label matrix are observed, i.e. J in
problem (6) is an all one matrix.

4.1.1 Data sets
In our experiments, we conduct comparisons on several
commonly used benchmark datasets for multi-label learn-
ing tasks on text and image classification to validate the
effectiveness of our approach. Specifically, on text, eleven
Yahoo datasets2 (Arts, Business, Computers, Education, En-
tertainment, Health, Recreation, Reference, Science, Social
and Society) and the Enron dataset3 are used. On images, the
Corel5k3 and Image4 datasets are used. In the sequel, each
dataset is denoted by its first three letters.5 These datasets
have been widely used in multi-label learning literatures [2],
[16], [18], [19], [25], [28], [32], [34], [41], [42], [43], [46], [47],
[48] etc. Detailed information of the datasets are shown in
Table 1. For each dataset, we randomly select 60% of the
instances for training, and the rest for testing.

4.1.2 Performance Evaluation
Let p be the number of test instances, C+

i ,C
−
i be the sets of

positive and negative labels associated with the ith instance;
and Z+

j ,Z
−
j be the sets of positive and negative instances

belonging to the jth label. Given input x, let rankf (x, y) be
the rank of label y in the predicted label ranking (sorted in
descending order).

For performance evaluation, we use the following popu-
lar metrics in multi-label learning [52]:

1) Ranking loss (Rkl): This is the fraction that a negative
label is ranked higher than a positive label. For instance
i, define Qi = {(j′, j′′) | fj′(xi) ≤ fj′′(xi), (j

′, j′′) ∈
C+

i ×C−i }. Then, Rkl = 1
p

∑p
i=1

|Qi|
|C+

i ||C
−
i |

.
2) Average Area Under the ROC Curve (Auc): This is the

fraction that a positive instance is ranked higher than

2. http://www.kecl.ntt.co.jp/as/members/ueda/yahoo.tar
3. http://mulan.sourceforge.net/datasets-mlc.html
4. http://cse.seu.edu.cn/people/zhangml/files/Image.rar
5. “Society” is denoted “Soci”, so as to distinguish it from “Social”.
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Table 1
Datasets used in the experiments (“#instance” is the number of instances, “#dim” is the feature dimensionality, “#label” is the total size of the

class label set, and “#label/instance” is the average number of labels possessed by each instance).

#instance #dim #label #label/instance #instance #dim #label #label/instance
Arts 5,000 462 26 1.64 Business 5,000 438 30 1.59
Computers 5,000 681 33 1.51 Education 5,000 550 33 1.46
Entertainment 5,000 640 21 1.42 Health 5,000 612 32 1.66
Recreation 5,000 606 22 1.42 Reference 5,000 793 33 1.17
Science 5,000 743 40 1.45 Social 5,000 1,047 39 1.28
Society 5,000 636 27 1.69 Enron 1,702 1,001 53 3.37
Corel5k 5,000 499 374 3.52 Image 2,000 294 5 1.24

a negative instance, averaged over all labels. Specifi-
cally, for label j, define Q̃j = {(i′, i′′) | fj(xi′) ≥
fj(xi′′), (xi′ ,xi′′) ∈ Z+

j × Z−j }. Then, Auc =
1
l

∑l
j=1

|Q̃j |
|Z+

j ||Z
−
j |

.

3) Coverage (Cvg): This counts how many steps are
needed to move down the predicted label ranking so
as to cover all the positive labels of the instances.
Cvg = 1

p

∑p
i=1 max{rankf (xi, j) | j ∈ C+

i } − 1.
4) Average precision (Ap): This is the average frac-

tion of positive labels ranked higher than a partic-
ular positive label. For instance i, define Q̂i,c =
{j | rankf (xi, j) ≤ rankf (xi, c), j ∈ C+

i }. Then,
Ap = 1

p

∑p
i=1

1
|C+

i |
∑

c∈C+
i

|Q̂i,c|
rankf (xi,c)

.

For Auc and Ap, the higher the better; whereas for Rkl and
Cvg, the lower the better. To reduce statistical variability,
results are averaged over 10 independent repetitions.

4.1.3 Baselines
In the GLOCAL algorithm, we use the kmeans clustering al-
gorithm to partition the data into local groups. The solution
of problem (2) is used to warm-start U ,V and W . TheZm’s
are randomly initialized. GLOCAL is compared with the
following state-of-the-art multi-label learning algorithms:

1) Binary relevance (BR) [5]: It trains a binary linear SVM
(using the LIBLINEAR package6 [11]) for each label
independently;

2) Hierarchy of multi-label classifiers (HOMER) [35]: It
transforms a multi-label classification task into a tree
hierarchy of simpler multi-label classification subtasks,
with each subtask handling only a smaller number of
labels. In the experiments, we use the implementation
in the Mulan package7 [36].

3) Random forest with predictive clustering trees
(RF-PCT) [23], [24]: It is an ensemble of predictive
clustering trees that maximizes cluster homogeneity in
the partition at each internal node. We use the imple-
mentation in the Clus package8.

4) Multi-label learning using local correlation (MLLOC)
[19]: It exploits local label correlations by encoding
them into the instance’s feature representation;

5) Low-rank empirical risk minimization for multi-label
learning (LEML) [45]: It learns a linear instance-to-label
mapping with low-rank structure, and implicitly takes
advantage of global label correlation;

6. https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/∼ cjlin/liblinear
7. http://mulan.sourceforge.net
8. http://clus.sourceforge.net

6) Learning low-rank label correlations for multi-label
classification (ML-LRC) [41]: It learns and exploits low-
rank global label correlations for multi-label classifica-
tion with missing labels.

On the aspect of exploiting label correlations, BR and
RF-PCT do not take label correlation into account; HOMER
exploits global label correlations by building a hierarchy of
meta-labels (which are subsets of the original labels); MLLOC
considers only local label correlations; LEML implicitly uses
global label correlations; ML-LRC models global label cor-
relation matrix directly; and GLOCAL exploits both global
and local label correlations. On the ability to handle missing
labels, BR, MLLOC, HOMER, and RF-PCT can only learn with
full labels, while LEML, ML-LRC, and GLOCAL can handle
missing labels.

For simplicity, we set λ = 1 in GLOCAL. The other
parameters, as well as those of the baseline methods, are se-
lected via 5-fold cross-validation on the training set. HOMER
and RF-PCT are implemented in JAVA, while the other
approaches are implemented in Matlab (with some C++
code for BR and LEML).

4.1.4 Results
Performance on the test data is shown in Table 2. As can be
seen, GLOCAL is better than the other compared approaches
in general. On most datasets, GLOCAL is among the best two
approaches on all measures. The success of GLOCAL is due
to simultaneous optimizing the low-rank decomposition of
label matrix, feature space mapping to latent labels, and
Laplacian matrices encoding both global and local label cor-
relations. With the low-rank decomposition of label matrix,
we obtain more compact and informative latent labels. It is
easier to learn the mapping from feature space to the dense,
real-valued, lower-dimensional latent label space than that
to the sparse, binary-valued, higher-dimensional original
label space. This is especially the case in the presence of
minority labels with few positive instances. Besides, the
global label manifold provides information on how labels
are correlated as a whole, and helps learning of the minority
labels. If a minority label is positively (resp. negatively)
correlated to the other labels, we can encourage its label
classifier outputs to be more similar (resp. dissimilar) to
those of the other labels. The local label manifold further
allows local adaptation of the label classifiers. The learning
of Laplacian matrices discovers label correlations that best
fits the global and local data subsets, and avoids the often
mandane and difficult task of manually specifying label
correlations. GLOCAL obtains slightly worse results on the
datasets of Computers, Health, and Entron. We speculate
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Table 2
Results for learning with full labels on ranking loss(Rkl), average auc(Auc), coverage(Cvg) and average precision(Ap). Rkl and Cvg are the smaller

the better, Auc and Ap are the larger the better. The best results are highlighted. The italics indicates that GLOCAL is significantly better (paired
t-tests at 95% significance level). The number in brackets shows ranking of the algorithm.

BR RF-PCT HOMER MLLOC LEML ML-LRC GLOCAL

Art

Rkl 0.201±0.005(7) 0.190±0.003(5) 0.199±0.004(6) 0.177±0.013(4) 0.170±0.005(3) 0.157±0.002(2) 0.138±0.002(1)
Auc 0.799±0.006(6) 0.827±0.001(4) 0.756±0.008(7) 0.823±0.013(5) 0.833±0.005(3) 0.843±0.001(2) 0.846±0.005(1)
Cvg 7.347±0.196(6) 6.115±0.074(3) 8.068±0.187(7) 6.762±0.344(5) 6.337±0.243(4) 5.529±0.037(2) 5.347±0.146(1)
Ap 0.594±0.006(5) 0.516±0.006(7) 0.596±0.009(4) 0.606±0.006(3) 0.590±0.005(6) 0.600±0.007(2) 0.619±0.005(1)

Bus

Rkl 0.072±0.005(6) 0.070±0.002(5) 0.075±0.004(7) 0.055±0.009(3) 0.056±0.005(4) 0.044±0.002(1) 0.044±0.002(1)
Auc 0.928±0.005(5) 0.944±0.002(4) 0.895±0.006(6) 0.944±0.008(4) 0.945±0.005(3) 0.950±0.005(2) 0.955±0.003(1)
Cvg 4.087±0.268(6) 2.810±0.111(3) 5.110±0.219(7) 3.265±0.464(5) 3.187±0.270(4) 2.560±0.059(2) 2.559±0.169(1)
Ap 0.861±0.007(6) 0.862±0.004(5) 0.824±0.005(7) 0.878±0.011(2) 0.867±0.007(4) 0.870±0.005(3) 0.883±0.004(1)

Com

Rkl 0.146±0.007(6) 0.104±0.005(1) 0.164±0.004(7) 0.134±0.014(4) 0.138±0.004(5) 0.107±0.002(2) 0.107±0.002(2)
Auc 0.854±0.007(6) 0.901±0.004(1) 0.796±0.005(7) 0.866±0.014(5) 0.895±0.002(2) 0.894±0.002(4) 0.895±0.002(2)
Cvg 6.654±0.236(6) 4.852±0.316(1) 8.663±0.195(7) 6.224±0.480(5) 6.148±0.183(4) 4.893±0.142(3) 4.889±0.058(2)
Ap 0.680±0.007(5) 0.708±0.002(1) 0.647±0.006(7) 0.689±0.009(3) 0.669±0.007(6) 0.689±0.005(3) 0.698±0.004(2)

Edu

Rkl 0.203±0.010(6) 0.100±0.007(3) 0.240±0.026(7) 0.158±0.021(5) 0.145±0.008(4) 0.099±0.002(2) 0.095±0.002(1)
Auc 0.797±0.102(6) 0.898±0.001(1) 0.732±0.028(7) 0.842±0.022(5) 0.859±0.008(4) 0.868±0.006(3) 0.878±0.006(2)
Cvg 8.979±0.487(6) 4.863±0.259(3) 10.932±0.936(7) 7.381±0.765(5) 6.711±0.364(4) 4.531±0.104(2) 4.529±0.206(1)
Ap 0.580±0.010(7) 0.626±0.009(2) 0.587±0.029(6) 0.613±0.004(3) 0.596±0.009(5) 0.600±0.007(4) 0.628±0.009(1)

Ent

Rkl 0.185±0.006(6) 0.108±0.005(1) 0.207±0.011(7) 0.146±0.013(4) 0.154±0.005(5) 0.130±0.005(3) 0.108±0.004(1)
Auc 0.815±0.006(6) 0.874±0.006(1) 0.777±0.011(7) 0.854±0.013(4) 0.852±0.005(5) 0.871±0.003(3) 0.874±0.005(1)
Cvg 5.006±0.160(6) 3.043±0.123(1) 6.445±0.157(7) 4.293±0.344(5) 4.193±0.139(4) 3.505±0.125(3) 3.114±0.110(2)
Ap 0.662±0.009(4) 0.683±0.006(1) 0.591±0.008(7) 0.670±0.005(3) 0.647±0.007(6) 0.661±0.012(5) 0.681±0.008(2)

Hea

Rkl 0.113±0.001(6) 0.059±0.007(1) 0.236±0.011(7) 0.093±0.005(5) 0.091±0.003(4) 0.071±0.003(3) 0.065±0.002(2)
Auc 0.886±0.003(6) 0.916±0.005(3) 0.778±0.010(7) 0.907±0.005(5) 0.913±0.004(4) 0.929±0.009(1) 0.923±0.007(2)
Cvg 6.193±0.059(6) 3.614±0.521(1) 6.467±0.190(7) 5.403±0.157(5) 5.063±0.128(4) 3.751±0.128(2) 3.858±0.131(3)
Ap 0.763±0.002(4) 0.785±0.008(1) 0.631±0.010(7) 0.777±0.004(3) 0.750±0.003(6) 0.755±0.006(5) 0.782±0.001(2)

Rec

Rkl 0.197±0.003(6) 0.159±0.004(2) 0.223±0.010(7) 0.184±0.015(4) 0.185±0.001(5) 0.170±0.004(3) 0.155±0.002(1)
Auc 0.802±0.003(6) 0.838±0.003(2) 0.753±0.008(7) 0.816±0.015(5) 0.822±0.002(4) 0.833±0.004(3) 0.840±0.000(1)
Cvg 5.506±0.089(6) 4.543±0.085(3) 6.747±0.291(7) 5.268±0.333(5) 5.110±0.040(4) 4.515±0.045(2) 4.431±0.048(1)
Ap 0.609±0.005(4) 0.623±0.005(2) 0.589±0.013(7) 0.620±0.004(3) 0.595±0.004(6) 0.604±0.003(5) 0.625±0.004(1)

Ref

Rkl 0.155±0.005(7) 0.093±0.003(3) 0.143±0.007(6) 0.138±0.008(5) 0.137±0.004(4) 0.092±0.003(2) 0.086±0.003(1)
Auc 0.845±0.005(7) 0.873±0.001(3) 0.867±0.007(5) 0.862±0.008(6) 0.872±0.004(4) 0.900±0.006(1) 0.894±0.004(2)
Cvg 6.171±0.219(7) 4.521±0.422(3) 5.349±0.208(5) 5.514±0.309(6) 5.277±0.171(4) 3.438±0.133(2) 3.387±0.118(1)
Ap 0.685±0.005(3) 0.671±0.004(5) 0.684±0.004(4) 0.688±0.003(1) 0.667±0.003(6) 0.667±0.007(6) 0.688±0.007(1)

Sci

Rkl 0.197±0.009(6) 0.165±0.004(3) 0.225±0.012(7) 0.166±0.017(4) 0.170±0.005(5) 0.131±0.002(2) 0.118±0.003(1)
Auc 0.802±0.010(6) 0.849±0.003(3) 0.748±0.016(7) 0.834±0.018(4) 0.834±0.005(4) 0.860±0.003(1) 0.853±0.010(2)
Cvg 10.189±0.435(6) 8.616±0.125(3) 12.337±0.648(7) 8.867±0.751(4) 8.885±0.197(5) 6.704±0.122(2) 6.434±0.137(1)
Ap 0.568±0.012(4) 0.573±0.003(3) 0.520±0.012(7) 0.581±0.009(1) 0.551±0.008(6) 0.561±0.009(5) 0.580±0.009(2)

Soc

Rkl 0.112±0.001(6) 0.075±0.006(1) 0.129±0.009(7) 0.094±0.013(4) 0.106±0.006(5) 0.075±0.005(1) 0.075±0.005(1)
Auc 0.888±0.002(6) 0.907±0.005(3) 0.869±0.007(7) 0.906±0.013(4) 0.894±0.006(5) 0.917±0.005(1) 0.915±0.005(2)
Cvg 6.036±0.125(7) 5.064±0.176(3) 5.994±0.298(6) 5.147±0.401(4) 5.521±0.301(5) 4.651±0.102(2) 4.537±0.258(1)
Ap 0.724±0.005(6) 0.743±0.003(4) 0.744±0.011(3) 0.764±0.008(1) 0.731±0.005(5) 0.719±0.003(7) 0.758±0.008(2)

Soci

Rkl 0.204±0.004(6) 0.149±0.003(3) 0.233±0.011(7) 0.182±0.006(4) 0.182±0.007(4) 0.142±0.002(2) 0.136±0.005(1)
Auc 0.796±0.005(6) 0.840±0.002(2) 0.730±0.009(7) 0.818±0.006(5) 0.822±0.008(4) 0.840±0.006(2) 0.844±0.006(1)
Cvg 8.048±0.108(6) 6.443±0.217(3) 9.499±0.314(7) 7.392±0.216(4) 7.438±0.162(5) 5.973±0.108(2) 5.852±0.194(1)
Ap 0.610±0.007(3) 0.608±0.003(4) 0.605±0.009(5) 0.623±0.004(2) 0.599±0.006(7) 0.605±0.006(5) 0.633±0.009(1)

Enr

Rkl 0.194±0.006(7) 0.125±0.003(1) 0.187±0.008(6) 0.169±0.012(5) 0.159±0.005(4) 0.133±0.004(3) 0.125±0.004(1)
Auc 0.806±0.006(6) 0.879±0.002(1) 0.788±0.013(7) 0.831±0.009(5) 0.851±0.006(4) 0.869±0.004(3) 0.877±0.005(2)
Cvg 23.618±0.450(6) 15.954±0.253(1) 24.412±0.736(7) 21.724±0.950(5) 18.531±0.707(4) 16.654±0.198(2) 16.737±0.622(3)
Ap 0.575±0.006(7) 0.653±0.005(1) 0.599±0.015(4) 0.586±0.009(6) 0.600±0.004(3) 0.591±0.004(5) 0.647±0.006(2)

Cor

Rkl 0.271±0.006(6) 0.180±0.004(3) 0.353±0.007(7) 0.230±0.012(4) 0.246±0.004(5) 0.170±0.002(1) 0.173±0.005(2)
Auc 0.699±0.006(6) 0.788±0.002(3) 0.640±0.007(7) 0.757±0.012(4) 0.754±0.005(5) 0.825±0.005(2) 0.827±0.005(1)
Cvg 261.99±3.15(7) 182.83±1.71(3) 207.87±0.01(6) 201.80±6.71(5) 184.58±1.72(4) 137.31±2.49(2) 136.91±3.21(1)
Ap 0.153±0.001(7) 0.197±0.002(3) 0.180±0.007(6) 0.182±0.005(5) 0.188±0.004(4) 0.198±0.003(2) 0.200±0.004(1)

Ima

Rkl 0.181±0.011(6) 0.183±0.006(7) 0.180±0.001(2) 0.180±0.008(2) 0.181±0.012(5) 0.180±0.009(2) 0.179±0.004(1)
Auc 0.812±0.011(5) 0.819±0.006(1) 0.815±0.020(3) 0.810±0.012(4) 0.786±0.005(6) 0.748±0.010(7) 0.819±0.009(1)
Cvg 1.004±0.050(7) 0.982±0.023(3) 0.987±0.037(4) 0.975±0.060(1) 1.000±0.027(5) 1.000±0.019(5) 0.975±0.054(1)
Ap 0.788±0.008(7) 0.793±0.008(3) 0.790±0.020(4) 0.794±0.010(2) 0.790±0.008(4) 0.790±0.010(4) 0.795±0.007(1)
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Table 3
Results for learning with full labels on the small clusters (each containing fewer than 5% of the samples). Rkl and Cvg are the smaller the better,

Auc and Ap are the larger the better. The italics indicates that GLOCAL is significantly better (paired t-tests at 95% significance level).

GLObal loCAL GLOCAL GLObal loCAL GLOCAL

Art

Rkl 0.137±0.003 0.137±0.002 0.130±0.005

Bus

Rkl 0.040±0.002 0.040±0.002 0.040±0.003
Auc 0.863±0.003 0.863±0.002 0.870±0.005 Auc 0.958±0.003 0.958±0.003 0.958±0.003
Cvg 5.286±0.046 5.286±0.046 5.197±0.065 Cvg 2.529±0.035 2.528±0.040 2.528±0.040
Ap 0.602±0.013 0.602±0.010 0.631±0.011 Ap 0.882±0.002 0.882±0.002 0.886±0.003

Com

Rkl 0.095±0.002 0.095±0.002 0.092±0.002

Edu

Rkl 0.101±0.002 0.101±0.002 0.097±0.002
Auc 0.905±0.002 0.905±0.002 0.908±0.001 Auc 0.899±0.002 0.899±0.002 0.903±0.002
Cvg 4.482±0.032 4.486±0.040 4.364±0.055 Cvg 4.803±0.033 4.805±0.036 4.672±0.051
Ap 0.677±0.003 0.676±0.003 0.678±0.005 Ap 0.605±0.003 0.605±0.003 0.624±0.005

Ent

Rkl 0.091±0.002 0.091±0.002 0.086±0.003

Hea

Rkl 0.054±0.002 0.054±0.003 0.053±0.004
Auc 0.909±0.002 0.909±0.002 0.914±0.002 Auc 0.945±0.003 0.946±0.003 0.947±0.003
Cvg 2.817±0.027 2.797±0.035 2.709±0.059 Cvg 3.508±0.036 3.506±0.049 3.504±0.041
Ap 0.748±0.003 0.749±0.004 0.759±0.006 Ap 0.810±0.004 0.810±0.004 0.812±0.006

Rec

Rkl 0.124±0.002 0.124±0.002 0.118±0.002

Ref

Rkl 0.060±0.002 0.061±0.003 0.054±0.004
Auc 0.871±0.003 0.870±0.003 0.872±0.004 Auc 0.940±0.003 0.939±0.004 0.946±0.004
Cvg 3.704±0.033 3.700±0.037 3.700±0.042 Cvg 2.552±0.043 2.559±0.057 2.325±0.060
Ap 0.670±0.004 0.670±0.004 0.672±0.005 Ap 0.739±0.004 0.739±0.004 0.783±0.005

Sci

Rkl 0.107±0.004 0.108±0.004 0.107±0.004

Soc

Rkl 0.063±0.002 0.063±0.002 0.060±0.002
Auc 0.893±0.004 0.892±0.004 0.893±0.005 Auc 0.930±0.002 0.930±0.002 0.934±0.002
Cvg 5.937±0.041 5.941±0.049 5.845±0.054 Cvg 3.558±0.033 3.559±0.038 3.552±0.049
Ap 0.608±0.003 0.608±0.003 0.610±0.003 Ap 0.797±0.002 0.797±0.003 0.798±0.003

Soci

Rkl 0.126±0.003 0.126±0.005 0.113±0.005

Enr

Rkl 0.117±0.002 0.119±0.003 0.105±0.005
Auc 0.874±0.003 0.874±0.004 0.887±0.005 Auc 0.883±0.004 0.881±0.004 0.895±0.004
Cvg 5.554±0.047 5.553±0.053 5.208±0.059 Cvg 19.440±0.833 19.372±0.915 17.511±1.231
Ap 0.670±0.004 0.670±0.005 0.711±0.005 Ap 0.685±0.005 0.673±0.005 0.706±0.007

Cor

Rkl 0.163±0.002 0.163±0.002 0.160±0.002

Ima

Rkl 0.197±0.003 0.199±0.004 0.190±0.004
Auc 0.837±0.002 0.837±0.002 0.840±0.002 Auc 0.803±0.003 0.801±0.003 0.810±0.003
Cvg 130.84±1.01 131.13±1.21 128.40±1.30 Cvg 1.064±0.015 1.066±0.021 1.027±0.027
Ap 0.212±0.003 0.212±0.003 0.214±0.005 Ap 0.764±0.003 0.763±0.004 0.771±0.005

that this is because GLOCAL involves nonconvex optimiza-
tion, and may get stuck in local minimum.

On the other hand, the other approaches under com-
parison only exploit some of the above aspects. BR does
not consider label correlation, and its performance is al-
most always the worst or second-worst. For labels with
few positive instances, it is hard for BR to obtain a good
classifier without the help of label correlations (e.g., in
the Coral5k dataset, there are over 100 labels each with
fewer than 10 positive instances). RF-PCT, though it does
not explicitly consider label correlations, achieves the best
performance on Computers, Entertainment, Health, and
Enron. This is mainly due to strong discriminating power
of the random forest. When many labels are imbalanced,
for each base classifier, labels with few positive instances
may be dominated by those with many positive instances
(e.g., the Coral5k dataset). As a result, though RF-PCT is
an ensemble while GLOCAL is only one single classifier,
RF-PCT still performs worse than GLOCAL overall. HOMER
only uses the label correlations to build meta-labels via label
clustering. At the leaf nodes, there may not be sufficient
instances to build good models. Besides, obtaining good
label clusters requires a large enough number of labels. On
datasets such as Entertainment, there are only 21 labels and
6 of them have fewer than 10 positive instances. Hence,
HOMER is outperformed by GLOCAL. LEML uses the low-rank
structure, and does not explicitly exploit label correlations.
MLLOC learns local label correlations only, while ML-LRC
learns global label correlations only. However, both global
and local label correlations can be potentially useful.

To show the example correlations learned by GLOCAL,
we use two local groups extracted from the Image dataset.

(a) Group 1.

(b) Group 2.

(c) Local (group 1). (d) Local (group 2). (e) Global.

Figure 1. Example images from two local groups in the Image data
set, and the corresponding 5 × 5 label correlation matrices. The labels
are (top-to-down, left-to-right) “desert”, “mountains”, “sea”, “sunset” and
“trees”.

Figure 1 shows that local label correlation does vary from
group to group, and is different from global correlation. For
group 1, “sunset” is highly correlated with “desert” and
“sea” (Figure 1(c)). This can also be seen from the images
in Figure 1(a). Moreover, “trees” sometimes co-occurs with
“deserts” (first and last images in Figure 1(a)). However,
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in group 2 (Figure 1(d)), “mountain” and “sea” often oc-
cur together and “trees” occurs less often with “desert”
(Figure 1(b)). Figure 1(e) shows the learned global label
correlation: “sea” and “sunset”, “mountain” and “trees” are
positively correlated, whereas “desert” and “sea”, “desert”
and “trees” are negatively correlated. All these correlations
are consistent with intuition.

To further validate the effectiveness of global and local
label correlations, we study two degenerate versions of
GLOCAL: (i) GLObal, which uses only global label corre-
lations; and (ii) loCAL, which uses only local label corre-
lations. Note that the local groups obtained by clustering
are not of equal sizes. For some datasets, the largest cluster
contains more than 40% of instances, while some small ones
contain fewer than 5% each. Global correlation is then dom-
inated by the local correlation matrix of the largest cluster
(Proposition 1), making the performance difference on the
whole test set obscure. Hence, we focus on the performance
of the small clusters. As can be seen from Table 3, using only
global or local correlation may be good enough on some
data sets (such as Health). On the other hand, considering
both types of correlation as in GLOCAL achieves comparable
or even better performance.

4.2 Learning with Missing Labels

In this section, experiments are conducted on datasets with
missing labels, and evaluations are performed to validate
the effectiveness on both the missing label recovery and the
prediction tasks.

4.2.1 Setting
The datasets are the same as those in the full label experi-
ments. To generate missing labels, we randomly sample ρ%
of the elements in the label matrix as observed, and the rest
as missing. When ρ = 100, it reduces to the full-label case.
The performance measures are again the same as those in
the full label experiments. Evaluation is performed both on
the prediction of labels on the unseen testing instances, and
also on the recovery of missing labels on the training set.

Among the baseline methods, only LEML and ML-LRC
(together with the proposed GLOCAL) can directly handle
missing labels. For the other baseline methods (BR, MLLOC,
HOMER and RF-PCT), we have to first recover the full labels
(here, we use the matrix completion using side information
(MAXIDE) algorithm in [42]) before they can be used. The
resultant combinations of MAXIDE+BR and MAXIDE+MLLOC
are denoted MBR and MMLLOC, respectively. We do not
compare with MAXIDE+HOMER because of the poor per-
formance of HOMER in the full label case and its inability
to directly handle missing labels. We also do not include
MAXIDE+RF-PCT, because RF-PCT often has to ensemble
many trees9 and is very slow in both training and testing.

4.2.2 Results
Table 4 shows the results on recovering the training data’s
missing labels at different ratios of observed training labels.
As discussed above, BR and MLLOC cannot directly handle

9. On many datasets, the number of trees required is between 500
and 1000.

missing labels, and so we compare with MAXIDE instead.
Table 5 shows the label prediction results on the test data.
To fit the tables onto one page, we do not report the standard
deviation. Moreover, MBR performs the worst, and so is not
shown in Table 5 because of the lack of space.

As can be seen from both tables, performance improves
with more observed labels. This agrees with the intuition
that as more elements in the label matrix are observed, more
supervised information can be provided.

Overall, GLOCAL performs best at different ρ’s on both
missing-label recovery and test label prediction. The reasons
for its superiority are similar to those discussed in Section
4.1.4, namely the joint learning of latent labels, instance-label
mapping, and exploitation of both global and local label
correlations. Moreover, as can be seen from the results on
MMLLOC in Table 5, the two-stage approach of first recov-
ering the missing training labels and then classification is
not effective in predicting the test set labels. This is because
MAXIDE will induce errors in the label recovery process (as
can be seen from Table 4), which then propagate to the
classification procedure.

4.3 Convergence

In this section, we empirically study the convergence of
GLOCAL. Figure 2 shows the objective value w.r.t. the num-
ber of iterations for the full-label case on the Arts, Business,
Enron and Image datasets. As can be seen, the objective con-
verges quickly in a few iterations. A similar phenomenon
can be observed on the other datasets.

(a) Arts. (b) Business.

(c) Enron. (d) Image.

Figure 2. Convergence of GLOCAL on the Arts, Business, Enron and
Image datasets.

Table 6 shows the timing results (in second) on learning
with missing labels (with ρ = 70). GLOCAL and LEML
train a classifier for all the labels jointly, and also can take
advantage of the low-rank structure of either the model
or label matrix during training. Thus, they are the fastest.
However, GLOCAL has to be warm-started by Eqn. (2), and
requires an additional clustering step to obtain local groups
of the instances. Hence, it is slower than LEML. ML-LRC
uses a low-rank label correlation matrix. However, it does
not reduce the size of the label matrix or model involved
in each iteration, and so is slower than GLOCAL. MBR and
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Table 4
Recovery results for missing label data on ranking loss(Rkl), average auc(Auc), coverage(Cvg) and average precision(Ap). Rkl and Cvg are the

smaller the better, Auc and Ap are the larger the better. The italics indicates that GLOCAL is significantly better (paired t-tests at 95% significance
level). The number in brackets shows ranking of the algorithm.

ρ MAXIDE LEML ML-LRC GLOCAL ρ MAXIDE LEML ML-LRC GLOCAL

Art

Rkl 30 0.131(2) 0.133(3) 0.137(4) 0.103(1)

Bus

Rkl 30 0.044(2) 0.046(3) 0.046(3) 0.029(1)
70 0.083(2) 0.090(4) 0.083(2) 0.074(1) 70 0.026(3) 0.027(4) 0.024(2) 0.021(1)

Auc 30 0.871(3) 0.848(4) 0.879(2) 0.897(1) Auc 30 0.956(2) 0.954(3) 0.954(3) 0.971(1)
70 0.918(2) 0.912(3) 0.910(4) 0.928(1) 70 0.974(2) 0.973(4) 0.974(2) 0.979(1)

Cvg 30 5.195(3) 5.231(4) 5.161(2) 4.189(1) Cvg 30 2.550(2) 2.622(3) 2.622(3) 1.830(1)
70 3.616(2) 3.733(3) 3.778(4) 3.234(1) 70 1.742(2) 1.783(4) 1.746(3) 1.477(1)

Ap 30 0.645(2) 0.634(4) 0.640(3) 0.652(1) Ap 30 0.876(3) 0.878(2) 0.876(3) 0.893(1)
70 0.720(1) 0.720(1) 0.709(4) 0.720(1) 70 0.905(2) 0.901(4) 0.903(3) 0.908(1)

Com

Rkl 30 0.101(4) 0.098(3) 0.097(2) 0.073(1)

Edu

Rkl 30 0.097(4) 0.093(3) 0.089(2) 0.069(1)
70 0.059(2) 0.063(4) 0.061(3) 0.052(1) 70 0.061(2) 0.061(2) 0.061(2) 0.058(1)

Auc 30 0.905(4) 0.908(3) 0.909(2) 0.933(1) Auc 30 0.902(4) 0.907(3) 0.911(2) 0.932(1)
70 0.947(2) 0.943(4) 0.945(3) 0.955(1) 70 0.938(3) 0.938(3) 0.940(2) 0.942(1)

Cvg 30 4.627(4) 4.586(3) 4.565(2) 3.511(1) Cvg 30 4.672(4) 4.372(3) 3.914(2) 3.171(1)
70 2.912(2) 3.100(4) 3.095(3) 2.586(1) 70 3.113(4) 3.106(3) 3.000(2) 2.815(1)

Ap 30 0.709(2) 0.700(4) 0.705(3) 0.726(1) Ap 30 0.653(2) 0.648(4) 0.653(2) 0.655(1)
70 0.787(1) 0.787(1) 0.787(1) 0.787(1) 70 0.711(1) 0.702(4) 0.710(3) 0.711(1)

Ent

Rkl 30 0.104(3) 0.103(2) 0.106(4) 0.085(1)

Hea

Rkl 30 0.060(4) 0.057(3) 0.054(2) 0.041(1)
70 0.063(2) 0.063(2) 0.063(2) 0.062(1) 70 0.037(4) 0.036(3) 0.032(2) 0.030(1)

Auc 30 0.898(3) 0.899(2) 0.899(2) 0.916(1) Auc 30 0.941(4) 0.943(3) 0.947(2) 0.960(1)
70 0.940(1) 0.938(4) 0.940(1) 0.940(1) 70 0.964(3) 0.964(3) 0.968(2) 0.971(1)

Cvg 30 3.058(4) 2.994(2) 3.022(3) 2.512(1) Cvg 30 3.577(4) 3.462(2) 3.465(3) 2.567(1)
70 1.987(2) 2.051(3) 2.080(4) 1.957(1) 70 2.524(4) 2.465(3) 2.450(2) 2.152(1)

Ap 30 0.704(1) 0.698(3) 0.698(3) 0.704(1) Ap 30 0.796(3) 0.794(4) 0.798(2) 0.801(1)
70 0.763(4) 0.765(2) 0.765(2) 0.768(1) 70 0.848(1) 0.842(4) 0.848(1) 0.848(1)

Rec

Rkl 30 0.130(2) 0.133(3) 0.135(4) 0.110(1)

Ref

Rkl 30 0.083(2) 0.083(2) 0.083(2) 0.063(1)
70 0.078(2) 0.080(3) 0.080(3) 0.068(1) 70 0.048(1) 0.049(3) 0.049(3) 0.048(1)

Auc 30 0.873(2) 0.870(3) 0.869(4) 0.895(1) Auc 30 0.919(2) 0.919(2) 0.918(4) 0.939(1)
70 0.925(2) 0.923(3) 0.920(4) 0.934(1) 70 0.955(1) 0.953(3) 0.953(3) 0.955(1)

Cvg 30 3.899(2) 3.919(3) 4.048(4) 3.291(1) Cvg 30 3.436(4) 3.392(3) 3.372(2) 2.520(1)
70 2.560(2) 2.607(3) 2.620(4) 2.262(1) 70 2.039(2) 2.103(3) 2.195(4) 1.972(1)

Ap 30 0.680(2) 0.663(3) 0.660(4) 0.681(1) Ap 30 0.681(1) 0.664(4) 0.674(3) 0.679(2)
70 0.767(2) 0.763(3) 0.760(4) 0.770(1) 70 0.745(4) 0.746(1) 0.746(1) 0.746(1)

Sci

Rkl 30 0.110(2) 0.111(4) 0.110(2) 0.086(1)

Soc

Rkl 30 0.069(3) 0.069(3) 0.063(2) 0.042(1)
70 0.063(1) 0.071(4) 0.070(3) 0.063(1) 70 0.041(4) 0.040(2) 0.040(2) 0.026(1)

Auc 30 0.889(2) 0.889(2) 0.889(2) 0.913(1) Auc 30 0.930(3) 0.930(3) 0.936(2) 0.957(1)
70 0.935(1) 0.928(3) 0.923(4) 0.935(1) 70 0.964(3) 0.959(4) 0.966(2) 0.973(1)

Cvg 30 6.193(3) 6.141(2) 6.271(4) 4.845(1) Cvg 30 3.865(3) 3.920(4) 3.304(2) 2.443(1)
70 3.771(2) 3.914(4) 3.878(3) 3.751(1) 70 2.103(2) 2.386(4) 2.373(3) 1.663(1)

Ap 30 0.615(1) 0.613(4) 0.614(3) 0.615(1) Ap 30 0.780(3) 0.780(3) 0.784(2) 0.802(1)
70 0.689(2) 0.647(4) 0.650(3) 0.691(1) 70 0.854(4) 0.865(1) 0.865(1) 0.865(1)

Soci

Rkl 30 0.129(4) 0.128(3) 0.123(2) 0.102(1)

Enr

Rkl 30 0.091(3) 0.115(4) 0.085(2) 0.075(1)
70 0.074(3) 0.081(4) 0.073(1) 0.073(1) 70 0.042(3) 0.060(4) 0.040(1) 0.040(1)

Auc 30 0.871(4) 0.872(3) 0.877(2) 0.898(1) Auc 30 0.910(3) 0.887(4) 0.918(2) 0.926(1)
70 0.926(3) 0.919(4) 0.928(2) 0.929(1) 70 0.960(3 0.942(4) 0.962(1) 0.962(1)

Cvg 30 5.557(4) 5.459(3) 5.167(2) 4.496(1) Cvg 30 14.24(3) 16.65(4) 13.45(2) 12.05(1)
70 3.641(3) 3.824(4) 3.608(2) 3.442(1) 70 7.961(3) 10.33(4) 7.480(1) 7.510(2)

Ap 30 0.646(3) 0.629(4) 0.650(2) 0.652(1) Ap 30 0.739(1) 0.711(4) 0.739(1) 0.739(1)
70 0.719(1) 0.717(4) 0.719(1) 0.719(1) 70 0.854(3) 0.842(4) 0.855(1) 0.855(1)

Cor

Rkl 30 0.226(4) 0.214(3) 0.206(2) 0.185(1)

Ima

Rkl 30 0.302(4) 0.184(3) 0.175(2) 0.173(1)
70 0.138(4) 0.131(3) 0.123(1) 0.125(2) 70 0.251(4) 0.148(1) 0.148(1) 0.148(1)

Auc 30 0.773(4) 0.786(3) 0.794(2) 0.814(1) Auc 30 0.820(4) 0.828(1) 0.826(3) 0.828(1)
70 0.874(1) 0.874(1) 0.874(1) 0.874(1) 70 0.834(4) 0.857(1) 0.855(2) 0.855(2)

Cvg 30 204.90(4) 182.76(3) 178.60(2) 153.82(1) Cvg 30 1.493(4) 1.104(3) 0.967(2) 0.950(1)
70 103.63(4) 102.42(3) 102.30(1) 102.30(1) 70 0.790(4) 0.760(1) 0.770(3) 0.760(1)

Ap 30 0.275(1) 0.259(4) 0.275(1) 0.275(1) Ap 30 0.739(4) 0.776(2) 0.775(3) 0.785(1)
70 0.279(1) 0.279(1) 0.279(1) 0.279(1) 70 0.768(4) 0.841(1) 0.834(3) 0.841(1)
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Table 5
Prediction results for missing label data on ranking loss(Rkl), average auc(Auc), coverage(Cvg) and average precision(Ap). Rkl and Cvg are the
smaller the better, Auc and Ap are the larger the better. The italics indicates that GLOCAL is significantly better (paired t-tests at 95% significance

level). The number in brackets shows ranking of the algorithm.

ρ MMLLOC LEML ML-LRC GLOCAL ρ MMLLOC LEML ML-LRC GLOCAL

Art

Rkl 30 0.225(4) 0.204(3) 0.184(2) 0.144(1)

Bus

Rkl 30 0.083(4) 0.063(3) 0.061(2) 0.054(1)
70 0.193(4) 0.181(3) 0.159(2) 0.139(1) 70 0.064(4) 0.058(3) 0.046(1) 0.046(1)

Auc 30 0.781(4) 0.801(3) 0.828(2) 0.831(1) Auc 30 0.917(4) 0.928(3) 0.937(1) 0.937(1)
70 0.819(4) 0.825(3) 0.838(2) 0.840(1) 70 0.935(4) 0.942(3) 0.950(2) 0.952(1)

Cvg 30 9.033(4) 7.369(3) 6.281(2) 5.867(1) Cvg 30 4.643(4) 3.954(3) 3.279(2) 2.863(1)
70 7.262(4) 6.431(3) 5.432(2) 5.352(1) 70 3.670(4) 3.303(3) 2.580(2) 2.579(1)

Ap 30 0.529(2) 0.503(4) 0.517(3) 0.572(1) Ap 30 0.843(4) 0.866(2) 0.858(3) 0.879(1)
70 0.583(4) 0.589(2) 0.588(3) 0.607(1) 70 0.861(4) 0.870(2) 0.870(2) 0.881(1)

Com

Rkl 30 0.201(4) 0.179(3) 0.152(1) 0.154(2)

Edu

Rkl 30 0.187(4) 0.176(3) 0.144(2) 0.137(1)
70 0.150(4) 0.141(3) 0.115(2) 0.113(1) 70 0.165(4) 0.151(3) 0.113(2) 0.111(1)

Auc 30 0.849(4) 0.880(2) 0.873(3) 0.883(1) Auc 30 0.815(4) 0.817(3) 0.845(2) 0.846(1)
70 0.868(4) 0.894(3) 0.895(2) 0.896(1) 70 0.844(3) 0.842(4) 0.860(1) 0.860(1)

Cvg 30 8.808(4) 7.392(3) 6.052(2) 5.798(1) Cvg 30 11.089(4) 9.672(3) 6.350(2) 6.338(1)
70 6.871(4) 6.306(3) 5.000(2) 4.976(1) 70 8.096(4) 7.595(3) 5.075(2) 5.070(1)

Ap 30 0.631(4) 0.646(2) 0.636(3) 0.669(1) Ap 30 0.538(3) 0.537(4) 0.543(2) 0.592(1)
70 0.674(2) 0.665(4) 0.667(3) 0.691(1) 70 0.586(4) 0.591(3) 0.600(2) 0.622(1)

Ent

Rkl 30 0.229(4) 0.175(3) 0.152(2) 0.122(1)

Hea

Rkl 30 0.137(4) 0.095(3) 0.085(1) 0.085(1)
70 0.164(4) 0.159(3) 0.129(2) 0.109(1) 70 0.109(4) 0.074(3) 0.071(2) 0.065(1)

Auc 30 0.832(3) 0.826(4) 0.849(2) 0.859(1) Auc 30 0.894(4) 0.896(3) 0.907(1) 0.906(2)
70 0.842(4) 0.850(3) 0.870(2) 0.871(1) 70 0.901(4) 0.920(1) 0.920(1) 0.920(1)

Cvg 30 6.029(4) 5.755(3) 4.170(2) 4.153(1) Cvg 30 7.104(4) 6.248(3) 4.924(2) 4.814(1)
70 4.857(4) 4.643(3) 3.483(2) 3.117(1) 70 5.866(4) 5.167(3) 3.960(1) 3.963(2)

Ap 30 0.601(2) 0.601(2) 0.601(2) 0.645(1) Ap 30 0.727(2) 0.715(4) 0.720(3) 0.752(1)
70 0.635(4) 0.645(2) 0.643(3) 0.670(1) 70 0.762(4) 0.770(2) 0.766(3) 0.775(1)

Rec

Rkl 30 0.266(4) 0.245(3) 0.202(2) 0.165(1)

Ref

Rkl 30 0.199(4) 0.187(3) 0.137(2) 0.098(1)
70 0.204(4) 0.196(3) 0.167(2) 0.156(1) 70 0.155(4) 0.145(3) 0.098(2) 0.086(1)

Auc 30 0.785(4) 0.828(2) 0.802(3) 0.839(1) Auc 30 0.851(3) 0.847(4) 0.868(2) 0.886(1)
70 0.800(4) 0.837(2) 0.836(3) 0.845(1) 70 0.861(4) 0.869(3) 0.895(2) 0.898(1)

Cvg 30 7.084(4) 6.842(3) 5.397(2) 4.545(1) Cvg 30 7.549(4) 6.463(3) 5.052(2) 3.367(1)
70 5.952(4) 5.685(3) 4.490(2) 4.430(1) 70 6.419(4) 6.130(3) 3.694(2) 3.348(1)

Ap 30 0.547(2) 0.540(3) 0.540(3) 0.573(1) Ap 30 0.631(2) 0.609(4) 0.611(3) 0.638(1)
70 0.597(3) 0.567(4) 0.600(2) 0.614(1) 70 0.675(1) 0.653(3) 0.653(3) 0.672(2)

Sci

Rkl 30 0.257(4) 0.203(3) 0.169(2) 0.144(1)

Soc

Rkl 30 0.149(4) 0.089(2) 0.095(3) 0.075(1)
70 0.189(4) 0.174(3) 0.134(2) 0.129(1) 70 0.108(4) 0.079(3) 0.076(2) 0.073(1)

Auc 30 0.827(3) 0.827(3) 0.830(2) 0.837(1) Auc 30 0.906(2) 0.906(3) 0.905(3) 0.913(1)
70 0.840(4) 0.849(3) 0.850(1) 0.850(1) 70 0.910(3) 0.900(4) 0.914(1) 0.914(1)

Cvg 30 12.805(4) 10.587(3) 8.794(2) 6.809(1) Cvg 30 7.652(4) 7.567(3) 6.308(2) 6.088(1)
70 9.960(4) 9.501(3) 6.900(2) 6.416(1) 70 5.886(4) 5.386(3) 5.103(2) 4.929(1)

Ap 30 0.503(2) 0.479(4) 0.485(3) 0.531(1) Ap 30 0.712(2) 0.682(4) 0.700(3) 0.738(1)
70 0.569(3) 0.551(4) 0.570(2) 0.574(1) 70 0.748(2) 0.719(4) 0.728(3) 0.761(1)

Soci

Rkl 30 0.252(4) 0.202(3) 0.175(2) 0.139(1)

Enr

Rkl 30 0.179(4) 0.172(2) 0.173(3) 0.149(1)
70 0.208(4) 0.194(3) 0.141(2) 0.136(1) 70 0.170(4) 0.162(3) 0.152(2) 0.129(1)

Auc 30 0.804(4) 0.808(3) 0.826(1) 0.826(1) Auc 30 0.820(4) 0.830(3) 0.843(2) 0.853(1)
70 0.816(3) 0.816(3) 0.840(1) 0.840(1) 70 0.829(4) 0.839(3) 0.849(2) 0.872(1)

Cvg 30 9.550(4) 8.637(3) 6.944(2) 5.816(1) Cvg 30 22.72(4) 21.41(3) 20.42(2) 19.01(1)
70 8.227(4) 7.638(3) 5.750(1) 5.750(1) 70 21.90(4) 19.53(3) 18.17(2) 17.16(1)

Ap 30 0.569(2) 0.563(4) 0.565(3) 0.601(1) Ap 30 0.580(3) 0.582(2) 0.580(3) 0.589(1)
70 0.606(2) 0.589(4) 0.590(3) 0.625(1) 70 0.585(4) 0.601(3) 0.607(2) 0.635(1)

Cor

Rkl 30 0.332(4) 0.308(2) 0.331(3) 0.285(1)

Ima

Rkl 30 0.224(4) 0.204(2) 0.220(3) 0.200(1)
70 0.248(3) 0.250(4) 0.199(2) 0.194(1) 70 0.195(3) 0.188(2) 0.197(4) 0.187(1)

Auc 30 0.673(3) 0.693(2) 0.670(4) 0.714(1) Auc 30 0.796(3) 0.795(4) 0.800(2) 0.801(1)
70 0.747(4) 0.749(3) 0.801(2) 0.805(1) 70 0.812(2) 0.811(3) 0.810(4) 0.813(1)

Cvg 30 275.41(4) 233.83(2) 240.17(3) 211.84(1) Cvg 30 1.160(4) 1.103(2) 1.131(3) 1.070(1)
70 212.84(4) 190.83(3) 160.59(2) 151.23(1) 70 1.066(4) 1.030(2) 1.040(3) 1.025(1)

Ap 30 0.158(4) 0.166(2) 0.165(3) 0.174(1) Ap 30 0.745(3) 0.752(2) 0.744(4) 0.760(1)
70 0.176(4) 0.185(3) 0.188(2) 0.192(1) 70 0.768(4) 0.772(2) 0.770(3) 0.777(1)
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Table 6
Timing results (in seconds) for learning with missing labels (ρ = 70). F is the time for missing label recovery. C is the time for clustering, I is the

time for initialization, and R is the time of the main learning procedure. A is the total time. Note that some algorithms may not need F, C or I.

MBR MMLLOC LEML ML-LRC GLOCAL
A F R A F C I R A I R A I R A C I R

Arts 109 8 101 107 8 1 0 98 34 0 34 87 0 87 47 1 20 26
Business 38 6 32 104 6 1 0 97 35 0 35 82 0 82 49 1 24 24
Computers 78 11 67 121 11 1 0 109 46 0 46 94 0 94 53 1 31 21
Education 60 8 52 115 8 1 0 106 45 0 45 64 0 64 45 1 29 15
Entertainment 66 6 60 91 6 1 0 84 42 0 42 73 0 73 53 2 22 29
Health 64 11 53 116 11 1 0 104 41 0 41 75 0 75 67 1 32 34
Recreation 63 4 59 97 5 1 0 91 46 0 46 55 0 55 51 2 22 27
Reference 75 14 61 131 15 9 0 107 38 0 38 91 0 91 78 8 32 38
Science 101 15 86 133 15 1 0 117 53 0 53 103 0 103 77 2 32 43
Social 163 36 127 149 33 8 0 108 37 0 37 147 0 147 90 7 35 48
Society 83 8 75 106 8 1 0 97 32 0 32 117 0 117 44 2 18 24
Enron 47 10 37 59 10 1 0 48 38 0 38 78 0 78 69 1 25 43
Corel5k 458 272 186 1529 268 1 0 1260 307 0 307 709 0 709 413 1 78 344
Image 5 1 4 25 2 1 0 22 28 0 28 14 0 14 15 1 5 9

Figure 3. Varying the number of clusters g on the Enron dataset.

MMLLOC require training a classifier for each label, and also
an additional step to recover the missing labels. Thus, they
are often the slowest, especially when the number of class
labels is large. Similar results can be observed with ρ = 30,
which are not reported here.

4.4 Sensitivity to Parameters

In this experiment, we study the influence of parameters, in-
cluding the number of clusters g, regularization parameters
λ3 and λ4 (corresponding to the global and the local mani-
fold regularizers, respectively), regularization parameter λ2

for the Frobenius norm regularizer, and dimensionality k
of the latent representation. We vary one parameter, while
keeping the others fixed at their best setting.

4.4.1 Varying the Number of Clusters g
Figure 3 shows the influence on the Enron dataset. When
there is only one cluster, no local label correlation is consid-
ered. With more clusters, performance improves as more
local label correlations are taken into account. When too
many clusters are used, very few instances are placed in
each cluster, and the local label correlations cannot be reli-
ably estimated. Thus, the performance starts to deteriorate.

4.4.2 Influence of Label Manifold Regularizers (λ3 and λ4)
A larger λ3 means higher importance of global label correla-
tion, whereas a larger λ4 means higher importance of local

label correlation. Figures 4 and 5 show their effects on the
Enron dataset. When λ3 = 0, only local label correlations are
considered, and the performance is poor. With increasing
λ3, performance improves. However, when λ3 is very large,
performance deteriorates as the global label correlations
dominate. A similar phenomenon can be observed for λ4.

Figure 4. Varying the global label manifold regularization parameter λ3
on the Enron dataset.

Figure 5. Varying the local label manifold regularization parameter λ4 on
the Enron dataset.

4.4.3 Varying the Latent Representation Dimensionality k
Figure 6 shows the effect of varying k on the Enron dataset.
As can be seen, when k is too small, the latent labels can-
not capture enough information. With increasing k, perfor-
mance improves. When k is too large, the low-rank structure
is not fully utilized, and performance starts to get worse.
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Figure 6. Varying the latent representation dimensionality on the Enron
dataset.

4.4.4 Influence of λ2

Figure 7 shows the effect of varying λ2 on the Enron dataset.
As can be seen, GLOCAL is not sensitive to this parameter.

Figure 7. Varying λ2 on the Enron dataset.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a new multi-label correlation
learning approach GLOCAL, which simultaneously recovers
the missing labels, trains the classifier and exploits both
global and local label correlations, through learning a latent
label representation and optimizing the label manifolds.
Compared with the previous work, it is the first to ex-
ploit both global and local label correlations, which directly
learns the Laplacian matrix without requiring any other
prior knowledge on label correlations. Moreover, GLOCAL
provides a unified solution for both full-label and missing-
label multi-label learning. Experimental results show that
our approach outperforms the state-of-the-art multi-label
learning approaches on learning with both full labels and
missing labels. In our work, we handle the case that label
correlations are symmetric. It has been disclosed in [18] that,
label correlations can be asymmetric in many situations. So
it is desirable to study the asymmetric label correlations in
our future work. Besides, it is also interesting to extend our
work to a multi-instance multi-label setting [53], where each
object is represented by several instances, and structures
among them can be taken into account.
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